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ABSTRACT 

Modern optical fabrication techniques have grown progressively more complex to reflect the broadening design space of 

optical systems.  Rotationally symmetric aspheric surfaces have been joined by off-axis and freeform designs, and the 

demands made of the “simpler” designs are continuously pushing the limits of the current “state of the art.” As a result the 

metrology needed to support the fabrication of such components has become increasingly complex.  Both in-process testing 

and final performance certification require metrology that can report surface performance as a function of alignment to 

reference datums. 

The metrology requirements for the various process steps are often differentiated by the resolution requirements. As the 

processing progresses away from full aperture tooling, the opportunity to address and/or impart higher order content 

increases.  The resolution of the test setup must correspondingly increase to provide a way to measure and mitigate any of 

this content deemed undesirable.   

Simply specifying a low-order figure tolerance is no longer sufficient. As system requirements have changed designers 

have become more aware of the issues associated with these higher order errors.  Surface error specifications now often 

span a specific range of spatial frequencies and therefore require a corresponding range of instruments to characterize as 

well. 

This paper will compare the various metrology techniques employed by the team at QED Optics and discuss how they 

enable specific aspects of the manufacturing process.  
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1. INTRODUCTION

Optical surface fabrication is a multi-step process spanning coarse shaping operations to precision final figuring.  Each 

step seeks to minimize the required material removal, and thereby time, of the subsequent steps.  This necessitates proper 

process control at each step which implies corresponding metrology suited for the output of the step.  In many cases, a 

single metrology solution can serve multiple process steps.  For example, simple test-plating can satisfy the requirements 

of plano and spherical surfaces from early phases through final figuring.  Modern optical designs can incorporate aspheric 

(rotationally symmetric and off-axis sections thereof) and freeform geometries.  Each of these types of surfaces requires 

its own unique metrology considerations.  Having a proper suite of metrology solutions to support in-process fabrication 

steps is just as important as the setup to support the final performance verification.  Without both, it becomes all too easy 

for fabrication to fall in a process hole where one step cannot adequately resolve the output of a preceding step to efficiently 

advance the surface toward the final specification.   

A key differentiator between plano/spherical and aspheric surfaces is the local curvature.  Plano and spherical surfaces 

have constant curvature across the aperture while aspheres exhibit constantly changing local curvature.  This drives the 

grinding and polishing steps from full aperture tooling to subaperture methods.  Similarly, the metrology solutions must 

accommodate changing local curvature.  Additionally, the alignment degrees of freedom when testing an asphere are more 

complex than a plano or spherical surface.  For example, determining the radius of curvature of a sphere is a straightforward 

measurement of the distance between the optical surface and its center of curvature.  Depending on the rotational symmetry 

of the surface, for evaluating first order optical properties of an asphere can be more complex, and generally requires 

knowledge of the X/Y/Z position as well as clocking to properly align the optic.  Without this knowledge, it’s entirely 

possible to test and converge to an incorrect aspheric prescription which leads to subsequent system alignment and 

performance degradation. 
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With the use of subaperture processing, the risk of a localized removal error is heightened relative to full aperture 

processing.  Larger, full aperture, tools benefit from increased randomization.  Each area of the optic will be polished by 

different sections of the full aperture tool, separated in time, and thus better averages removal rate variations into low-

order error.  Conversely, subaperture tooling, by definition, cannot realize the same level of randomization.  Subaperture 

tools are more efficient at transferring periodic removal rate variations into the optical surface as mid-spatial errors. 

Different subaperture polishing processes exhibit varying degrees of success at minimizing mid-spatial content through 

controlling the stability of the removal rate function and/or improving time-based randomization with toolpath 

optimization.  Nevertheless, system designers are familiar with the mid-spatial concern and have improved tolerancing to 

better account for it. 

Surface accuracy specifications often include some form of spatial filtering to constrain and minimize mid-spatial errors. 

Spatial filtering implies the need for sufficient resolution to characterize a wider range of spatial content than merely 

characterizing low-order content.  Depending on the bandwidth of the optical specification, multiple test setups may be 

required to properly characterize the full spectrum content. 

In the following sections, we present and compare several optical test setups used at QED Optics.  The test setups are 

complementary and produce a full suite of test options to both support the in-process optical fabrication as well as final 

verification. 

1.1   Full Aperture Fizeau Interferometry 

Fizeau interferometry is an industry standard approach.  As applied to off-axis aspheric and freeform geometries, each test 

setup will be unique to the specific optical surface geometry.  Beginning with either a collimated or spherical wavefront, 

nulling optics are often added to the setup to produce a wavefront that is nominally normal to the surface under test.  This 

creates the need to align the interferometer, nulling optic, and the surface under test, where the positional knowledge of 

each test element is established along with any uncertainties that may be associated with the alignment methodology.  

Depending on the sensitivity of the test, as well as other factors, this alignment process can be quite involved. 

The accuracy of interferometry is reliant on identifying and mitigating both the systematic and environmental errors 

present in the test setup.  Systematic errors are typically traced to the reference and null optics.  Each of these components 

must be manually characterized, registered to the test, and subtracted from the measurement data.  Additionally, mount-

induced (gravity) distortion may be modeled, fit, and removed from the data.  Finally, the cavity of the test area must be 

properly managed to minimize thermal influences as well as any turbulence.  The effort correspondingly scales with 

aperture size and cavity length. 

A key benefit of full aperture interferometric testing is the ability to add alignment aids to the setup.  Many test setups 

have test conjugates (focal points, test planes, the test optic itself) that lend themselves well to creating a coordinate system 

representing the optical axis of the optic under test.  This is especially important when manufacturing an off-axis or 

freeform optic.  For example, an off-axis parabolic mirror may be aligned by minimizing the measured power and 

astigmatism in the autocollimation conic null setup.  However, this only minimizes the observed wavefront error and does 

not verify the focal length or off-axis distances are correct.  A spatial measuring instrument (e.g., a laser tracker) may be 

incorporated in the test to refine the alignment of the test optic to its nominal prescription location.  Without knowledge 

of the alignment of the mirror to a reference coordinate system, there will be inherent low-order uncertainty in the test that 

scales with the geometry of the surface under test. 

The limitations of interferometry are fairly well known.  Most commercially available Fizeau interferometers have, at 

most, a 6-inch aperture.  This sets an aperture size limitation < 6 inches for plano and convex geometries without 

incorporating large reference optics.  Additionally, if the test is designed as a full aperture test, the pixel spacing will scale 

with the aperture size.  A reduced pixel scale presents a slope capture limitation when the surface is still in-process toward 

the nominal prescription.  A reduced slope capture range also manifests around localized errors on the surface (for example, 

rolled or upturned edges).  The preceding limitations mainly affect in-process data collection and motivate the following 

sections. 

1.2   Subaperture Stitching Interferometry 

Subaperture stitching interferometry is an extension of full aperture interferometry.  Using magnified, subaperture 

measurements of a surface in combination with a computer-controlled motion system, a full aperture mapping of the 

surface under test is constructed from the subaperture data.  Many custom solutions exist, and the technology discussed 

here is QED Technologies’ commercial offering.  The subaperture stitching interferometer (SSITM) was originally 
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developed to overcome the size limitations of convex surface.  The original platform provided a measurement capability, 

for convex optics, up to ~300mm diameter.  The SSI was subsequently extended to asphere metrology.  Coupled with 

QED’s Interferometer for Stitching (QISTM), the magnification realized from subaperture measurements enabled testing 

of aspheric surfaces with departure in excess of 100m  using standard transmission spheres without dedicated null setups. 

Alignments of the optic under test is similar to aligning a spherical surface, where fine alignment of the optic to the machine 

coordinate system is automated through software.   

The accuracy of the stitching platform is enhanced through automated, in-line self-calibration of systematic errors.  The 

surface is characterized through a series of overlapping subaperture measurements with enough positional diversity to 

separate errors in the transmission sphere’s reference surface from those in the surface under test.  The stitching software 

also refines the location of the subapertures after acquisition to account for minor misalignments of the optic.  Finally, 

each subaperture is a non-null measurement of an aspheric surface.  In a general purpose Fizeau interferometer, the non-

common path nature of the test could highlight systematic errors.  The QIS system design minimizes retrace errors and the 

acquisition includes calibration subapertures to allow the stitching algorithm to manage systematic aberrations. 

The stitching platform provides a flexible tool for measuring off-axis aspheric and freeform surfaces.  When tested against 

a spherical wavefront, the dominate aberration measured due to the form of the surface is astigmatism.  The QIS can 

measure > 50 microns PV of astigmatism per subaperture.  The total amount of astigmatism measured scales as  

(
𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙 𝑎𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒

𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑎𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒
)

2

which shows that for this class surface the total testable aspheric departure can readily scale to 

significantly more than 100 microns.  Stitching is also much more accommodating of prescription error than a dedicated 

null setup.  Provided the expected surface can be adequately described in the software, the stitching platform will 

successfully acquire and process a surface with tens of microns of form error relative to the nominal prescription.   

One significant difference between stitching and full aperture null interferometry is characterization of low-order form 

errors.  From the preceding discussion, a full aperture test lends itself well to incorporating an additional spatial test setup 

to register the part to a reference coordinate system.  This is less applicable during stitching.  One of the constraints of 

QED’s stitching platform is a 1- meter addressable test cavity.  While this offers a test benefit of necessitating compact 

test cavities, it often precludes an accessible transmission sphere focus.  This test conjugate is a key part of establishing 

first-order and low-order properties such as radius of curvature.  Prescription knowledge of off-axis and freeform surfaces 

is then mainly reliant on the subaperture measurements of the part which creates more uncertainty than what is achievable 

using the test alignment measurements that can be performed in a full aperture setup. 

Finally, a key benefit of stitching is the resolution benefit subaperture measurements bring.  The QIS has a native ~2,000 

x 2,000 pixel detector.  This resolution maps directly to the detector fill of the sub-aperture measurement (for example a 

90% detector fill for a 50 mm subaperture = 0.027 mm/pixel).  For equivalent detectors, stitching the same surface will 

yield a 3 – 5x higher resolution than the full aperture test.  This is especially beneficial for characterizing midspatial content 

and localized, high slope errors (for example, edge effects).  Stitching helps both with final surface characterization when 

the specification includes higher frequency requirements and during fabrication when progressing through some in-process 

localized errors. 

1.3   Deflectometry 

QED Optics developed and began testing a deflectometer for full aperture testing of aspheric and freeform optics (an off 

shoot from technology developed at QED Technologies for a deflectometry based MRF spot measurement instrument). 

The test setup projects a sinusoidal pattern from a digital display, toward the test optic, where the light from the display is 

then reflected toward and focused on to a camera imaging assembly. The deformation of the pattern, captured by the 

imager, provides slope information about of the test surface.  By processing the intensity information from the imager 

using methods fairly typical in phase measuring deflectometry (PMD) technology1, the surface error is then reconstructed. 

Depending on the size of the display, a test setup with a large slope capture range can be achieved.  The setup provides a 

flexible tool for measuring the slope content of in-process optical surfaces. 

Alignment of the surface under test is a straightforward center of curvature process.  An alignment target is projected from 

the screen to provide rough lateral alignment.  Replacing the target with the sinusoidal pattern, the optic can then be spaced 

from the detector to minimize the imaged fringe density.   

Unlike temporal phase shifting interferometry, deflectometry is vibrationally insensitive.  Again, the setup is measuring 

the distortion of an imaged phase pattern which is proportional to the distance between the screen and the surface under 
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test.  This distance is typically hundreds of millimeters and vibrations at the micron level will not influence the result. 

This provides the benefit of a flexible setup that is readily adapted to different surface prescriptions.  

Accurate deflectometry is a calibration-intensive process.  A number of factors including the absolute positioning of the 

optic, calibration of the source, and characterization of the imaging optics can affect the reported low-order figure.  The 

test environment must be darkened to allow for sufficient imaging contrast.  Without calibration, the low-order uncertainty 

is orders of magnitude higher than interferometry. 

2. COMBINED MEASUREMENTS

As presently constructed, the deflectometer setup does not lend itself well to providing the flexibility of testing several 

different geometries (as an interferometer could) while simultaneously offering well-calibrated accurate measurements for 

each in a reasonable amount of setup time.  Acknowledging this limitation, QED Optics leverages the strengths of the 

interferometric setups with deflectometry based measurements.  The low order error is well characterized 

interferometrically while the higher frequency content, provided by the deflectometry measurement, is robust.  This hybrid 

metrology approach allows for accurate characterization of low order and mid-spatial frequency errors, as well as an 

increased slope capture range that is not typically achievable with a full aperture interferometer null test.  In general, good 

agreement has been found across the setups once the first 16 Zernike terms have been fit from the data sets.  For example, 

Figure 1 contains representative measurements of an off-axis parabolic mirror early in processing.  The top row shows the 

interferometric data.  Based on the ‘Raw’ data set, considerable coma and astigmatism remain which is indicative of a 

prescription error.  As more low-order error is fit and subtracted from the data sets, better agreement is obtained (Figure 

2).  The following sections illustrate several examples utilizing this approach to characterize and figure high slope regions 

of optical surfaces. 

  Raw  Z1 – Z4 Fit   Z1 – Z9 Fit      Z1 – Z16 Fit 

     Figure 1:  Progressive Zernike fit residual of interferometric data (top row) and deflectometer data (bottom row). 

     Figure 2:  Graphical summary of Figure 1 
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3. RESULTS

Ensuring metrology coverage to advance the optic from one process node to the next without any measurement “gaps” is 

a key consideration during fabrication.  For example, a shaping process that will produce the nominal asphere starting 

from a best-fit sphere geometry will have a certain level of convergence.  Typically, the level of convergence requires an 

intermediate metrology solution before final null testing.  This solution could be accomplished using some form of contact 

profilometry. However, QED Optics uses the SSI for many of these applications because it flexibly scales to measuring 

“intermediate aspheres.”  Free of dedicated null optics, the SSI can be generalized to many different asphere prescriptions.  

Hence with some knowledge of the intermediate asphere (often a percentage between the nominal asphere and its best-fit 

sphere), the stitching acquisition can be updated accordingly.  In one such case, an off-axis parabolic mirror was shaped 

from a best-fit sphere.  The prescription required approximately 100m of removal to produce the asphere.  After the initial 

iteration, the asphere had been figured to approximately 90% of the prescription.  However, considerable error remained 

around the edge of the mirror.  The slope content was high enough that it exceeded the capture range of the SSI (Figure 

3).  In the images below, the missing data appears as white areas within the main disk of data.  To measure and perform a 

correction of the high slope regions at the edge of the optic, a deflectometer measurement was combined with the stitched 

result.  The two maps shown in Figure 3 highlight the high slope capture capability around of the edge of the mirror using 

the deflectometer. 

     Figure 3:  Measurements after initial shaping via stitching interferometry (left) and deflectometry (right) 

Based on the test setup, the stitching measurement should have been able to resolve slope errors up to roughly 1.5mrad. 

The deflectometer data reported a peak slope of 4.5mrad (Figure 4a).  If we apply a 1.5mrad threshold to the deflectometer 

data, we see good correlation between the areas expected to be within the capture range of stitching and the actual measured 

result.  Figure 4b shows the remaining valid data regions in the deflectometer data once a 1.5mrad maximum slope 

threshold has been applied.  The predicted regions of missing data in the deflectometer data reasonably predicted the 

stitching result  (Figure 4c).   
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 4:  (a) Slope calculation from deflectometer measurement; (b) valid data from deflectometer measurement with < 

1.5mrad        slope threshold applied  (c) valid data regions in stitched measurement  

The preceding slope analysis offers another approach to correlate the data in a cross-test.  Using the combined stitched and 

deflectometry data sets provides additional feedback, for the iterative polishing process.  MRF® subsequently figured the 

mirror, with the majority of the correction applied around the edge.  Figure 5 summarizes the polishing result.  Both maps 

were produced from stitching.  The low-order figure improved significantly (approximately a 5x improvement).  The low 

order error in the map used for figuring was generated from stitching while the edge content was provided using 

deflectometry.  Notably, the missing data regions were significantly reduced following the MRF figure correction (Figure 

5b).  This is indicative of a slope reduction around the edge of the mirrors.  The convergence around the edge of the mirror 

was consistent with the low-order improvement and highlights the effectiveness of the combined measurement approach. 

(a)                                                                          (b) 
      Figure 5:  Left –stitching measurement after initial shaping     Right – stitching measurement after additional figuring 
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The previous result considered metrology requirements in the context of the results from the early fabrication process 

steps.  When completing an optical surface for final verification, the metrology requirements shift from slope capture range 

to absolute surface accuracy across a wide spatial range.  In this phase, the emphasis is on low-order accuracy (including 

contributions from alignment) as well as high order content.  The need to characterize the surface across a wide spectrum 

of content suggests the inclusion of a cross-test.   

In one such example, a 360mm diameter freeform mirror was tested full aperture using a computer-generated hologram 

(CGH) setup and cross-tested with stitching interferometry.  The CGH incorporated features to register the optic to the 

CGH coordinate system.  The CGH projected a number of focal points around the optical surface.  A spherically mounted 

retroreflector (SMR) was placed at these points, interferometrically aligned, and registered with a laser tracker.  The 

freeform mirror was also aligned to the coordinate system using the laser tracker.  Knowledge of the alignment of the 

mirror with respect to the CGH was required to accurately characterize the low-order content.            Figure 6 shows the 

expected figure error due to minor translation and clocking errors.  Depending on the range of alignments available in the 

final system, this level of positioning knowledge may be required.  The additional degrees of freedom and their impact on 

low-order figure highlights the growing complexity of non-rotationally symmetric surfaces in optical systems.  For 

example, the effects of misaligning a spherical surface are readily attributed to a specific term (eg. Decentration of the 

center of curvature of the surface from the test optical axis produces tilt in the test).  However, a freeform surface will 

yield additional low-order terms depending on its prescription and the alignment terms are often degenerate.  Looking at 

Figure 6 again, decentration and clocking terms result in similar low-order terms.  Hence registering such surfaces to a 

known coordinate system is required to properly identify the alignment.    

     Figure 6:  Alignment sensitivity of a freeform mirror; 0.1mm decenter (left) and 0.5° clocking (right) errors shown 

The mirror was cross tested via stitching interferometry.  The two tests exhibited some low-order differences.  As 

previously discussed, stitching fits the prescription based on the measured subaperture low-order terms.  Low-order 
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uncertainty scales with the number of subapertures required to cover the optical surface.  In this case, with over 300m of 

departure, nearly 100 subapertures were required.  Hence some low-order fitting differences were expected.   

     Figure 7:  Near final figure maps of a freeform mirror.  Left – CGH null data;  Right – subaperture stitching interferometry data 

Analyzing the content beyond the low-order, we highlight some additional interesting characteristics.  In the power 

spectral density plots of the maps from Figure 7 shown in Figure 8, there is a clear drop in reported content from the CGH 

data for features smaller than 10mm (0.1mm-1).   

     Figure 8:  Integrated power spectral of maps from Figure 7.  CGH data plotted with - - -; stitching data plotted with  ̶ ̶  ̶ ̶  ̶ ̶

Using the PSD to guide our filtering, Figure 9 analyzes the data with a 5mm high pass filter.  The CGH data on the left 

shows some metrology artifacts (diffraction from possible contaminants on the reference optics) that are not present in the 

stitched data set.  Meanwhile, the stitching interferometry exhibits some structured content that is not present in the CGH 
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data.  The under-reported mid-spatial content (1.3nm rms CGH v. 2.7nm rms stitched) is likely due to a number of factors. 

The pixel scale of the CGH data was nominally 1mm / pixel while the native subaperture resolution of the stitched data 

was approximately 0.07mm/pixel.  Additionally, the pixel spacing from the CGH was non-uniform due to distortion and 

needed to be re-mapped to a uniform grid spacing.  Small losses due to interpolation of the data are to be expected.  Finally, 

the interferometer used with the CGH setup represents an older design intended for null metrology and not optimized for 

mid-spatial characterization.       

     Figure 9:  Maps from Figure 7 analyzed with a 5mm high pass filter.  Left - CGH null data; Right – stitching interferometry data 

4. CONCLUSIONS

Modern optical fabrication has advanced to keep pace with modern optical design.  The added complexity of non-

rotationally symmetric geometries has increased the complexity of the metrology used to support fabrication.  As presented 

here, a multi-step approach may be successfully employed to support a variety of needs.  Deflectometry paired with 

subaperture stitching interferometry creates a flexible solution that can characterize low-order error during the early phases 

of fabrication while resolving high slope features.  This combination produces a high-resolution solution that reduces 

measurement gaps common in the early processes’ phases of these types of optics.  Likewise, subaperture stitching and 

full aperture null testing pair the benefits of stitching’s high-order content characterization with low-order figure and 

alignment knowledge from the null test.  The use of multiple test setups provides many advantages over attempting to fully 

characterize an optical surface throughout fabrication using a single interferometric setup particularly as the complexity 

and specifications of optical surfaces continue to be more demanding. 
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